and mathematical modelling, we show that moth hearing is adapted to provide information 23 about the threat posed by different sympatric bat species. First, we found that multiple 24 characteristics related to the threat posed by bats to moths correlate with bat echolocation call 25 frequency. Second, the frequency tuning of the most sensitive auditory receptor in noctuid moth 26 ears provides information allowing moths to escape detection by all sympatric bats with similar 27 safety margin distances. Third, the least sensitive auditory receptor usually responds to bat 28 echolocation calls at a similar distance across all moth species for a given bat species. If this 29 neuron triggers last-ditch evasive flight, it suggests that there is an ideal reaction distance for 30 each bat species, regardless of moth size. This study shows that even a very simple sensory 31 system can adapt to deliver information suitable for triggering appropriate defensive reactions 32 to each predator in a multiple predator community. 33
Keywords: A1, A2, anti-predator behaviour, Chiroptera, Lepidoptera, predator-prey-35 interaction 36 et al. 2005 ), but many aspects of predator threat cannot be directly encoded by sensory systems, 48 such as the speed and manoeuvrability of a predator that is stationary at the time it is detected. 49
Behavioural studies suggest that some animals might overcome this limitation by assessing a 50 single detectable trait that is comparable across predators, such as size, to estimate predator 51 threat (Templeton et al. 2005) . Few studies, however, have assessed whether sensory systems 52 are specifically tuned to cues that correlate with the predator threat posed by different predators 53 in the community. 54
Eared moths and echolocating bats are ideal study animals for addressing this question. 55
Echolocating bats are significant nocturnal predators of moths (reviewed in Fullard 1998) . Bats 56 produce ultrasonic echolocation calls for orientation and prey detection, and ultrasound-57 sensitive ears evolved in many moth families with the primary function of detecting bat 58 echolocation calls (Fullard 1998 ; ter Hofstede & Ratcliffe 2016). With only 1-4 auditory 59 receptor neurons depending on the moth family, these ears are the simplest ears in nature (Yack 60 2004) . Moths in the family Noctuidae have two auditory receptor cells, called A1 and A2. The 61 A2 cell is approximately 20 dB less sensitive than the A1 cell ( Fig. S1 ). Noctuid moths also in frequency, allowing them to detect glints in the echoes caused by insects wing movements 121 For all bat species, we compiled data on call peak frequency (frequency with maximum 125 energy), call duration (time from the start to the end of the call), apparent call source level 126 (apparent emitted sound level at 10 cm from the bat's mouth; i.e., the lower boundary of the 127 source level because measurements also include off-axis calls), call interval (time from start of 128 one call to start of the next call), and flight speed (the mean speed of multiple flight paths). We 129 included these variables in our analyses due to their relevance to predator threat. Bats calling 130 at lower frequency can detect prey, and can be detected by their prey, over greater distances 131 because lower sound frequencies experience lower atmospheric attenuation than higher sound 132 frequencies (Griffin 1971; Goerlitz 2018 ). Call duration was tested because moths are known 133 to have lower hearing thresholds for longer duration sounds (Tougaard 1998) , meaning that 134 bats with longer calls would be detected by moths at greater distances than those with shorter 135 calls. Likewise, bats that produce greater amplitude calls, measured as apparent call source 136 level, can be detected by moths at greater distances than those with low amplitude calls. Long 137 call intervals provide less information to the moth about predator positions than faster call rates. 138
Finally, bats with faster flight speeds will close the distance between themselves and prey more 139 quickly than bats with slower flight speeds. We used reduced major axis regression (Smith 140 2009; Trujillo-Ortiz & Hernandez-Walls 2010) to test for linear relationships between 141 log10(call peak frequency) and the log10 of each of the four other bat characteristics. Major 142
Figure 1. Bat echolocation call peak frequency predicts multiple characteristics of 14 European bat species: a) apparent source level (aSL), b) call interval, c) call duration, and d) flight speed.
Solid and dashed lines show the relationship between bat characteristics and bat call frequency, including and excluding R. ferrumequinum, respectively. Note that we performed linear reduced major axis regressions of the logarithmized values, which we backtransformed to the here presented potential function of the non-logarithmized data. P-values report the results for testing the hypothesis that there is no relationship between the log-transformed data with sequential Bonferroni-correction for seven tests. We excluded the apparent source level of B. barbastella due to this species' unusual lowamplitude stealth echolocation strategy (Goerlitz et al. 2010; Lewanzik & Goerlitz 2018 ) and the duration of R. ferrumequinum due to this species' use of high duty-cycle echolocation (Schnitzler 1968) as outliers from all regression analyses (open circles in panels a and c). For data sources, see Table S1 . axis regression (also called geometric mean regression) is the appropriate method because both 143 variables in the regression equation are random and subject to error. 144
Call duration, apparent call source level, call interval, and flight speed all had 145 significant negative relationships with call peak frequency ( Fig. 1 , major axis regression, all 146 p<0.05 after sequential Bonferroni correction). Bats calling at lower frequencies emit calls of 147 higher amplitude and longer duration, call less often and fly faster than those calling at higher 148 frequencies. These strong relationships between bat call frequency and bat characteristics 149 relevant to predator threat suggests that the frequency tuning of moth auditory receptor cells 150 might provide an adaptive filter for encoding predation threat across multiple sympatric bat 151 species. 152 153 154
Calculating detection distances between bats and moths 155
To test whether the frequency tuning of the moth ear might function as a filter to match 156 detection thresholds with the threat posed by different sympatric bat species, we calculated the 157 maximum distances over which bats can detect moth echoes (bat detection distance, or bat-158 DD) and over which the A1 and A2 cells can be triggered by bat calls (A1-DD and A2-DD, 159
Fig. S2).
We calculated these values for all combinations of 14 European bat species (Table  160 S1) and 12 European moth species (Table S2) . Detection distances were calculated using the 161 sonar equation (Møhl 1988), sound attenuation values based on mean weather conditions 162 during our recordings (16°C, 75% relative humidity), estimated bat and measured moth hearing 163 thresholds (see below), bat call source levels (Table S1 ) and moth target strength 164 measurements (TS: echo level relative to the impinging sound level, Table S2 ; for details, see 165
Goerlitz et al. 2010 supplementary methods). 166
Bat hearing thresholds have been estimated to be approximately between 0-20 dB SPL 167 (Kick 1982 , Neuweiler et al. 1984 . Therefore, we set hearing threshold to 20 dB SPL for all 168 bat species to account for intrinsic noise of the auditory system and (often even higher) 169 behavioural reaction thresholds (Troest & Møhl 1986 , Møhl 1988 , Surlykke et al. 1999 170 Lewanzik & Goerlitz 2018). Moth hearing thresholds for bat calls were derived from published 171 A1 and A2 thresholds for 20 ms pure tones (ter Hofstede et al. 2013; Fig. 1 ). First, we calculated 172 the threshold at the bat species' peak frequency by linear interpolation between the measured 173 pure-tone thresholds at the frequencies below and above the bats' peak frequency (for R. 174 ferrumequinum calling at 82 kHz, we conservatively used the highest measured threshold at 80 175 kHz). Second, to account for differences in duration between pure tones and bat calls, we 176 increased or reduced this threshold by 1.85 dB per halving or doubling of duration, 177 respectively, to match the bat species' call duration. This correction value is based on the 178 relationship between sound duration and auditory threshold for two noctuid moth species 179 (Tougaard 1998 ). These audiogram-derived A1 and A2 detection distances were additionally 180 divided by 1.5 and 1.2, respectively. This is an accurate correction to obtain realistic estimates 181 of maximum detection distances for bat calls in the field based on lab-measured audiograms 182 (own unpublished data). Target strength was obtained from each moth's surface-area as TS @ 183 10 cm = 13.5 dB * lg(SA) -48.6 dB (Surlykke et al. 1999 : Fig. 2a , mean of 30 and 100 kHz). 184
Moth surface area was measured (ImageJ, National Institute of Health, U.S.A.) from digital 185 photographs of moth specimens with wings completely spread (7±3 specimens per species 186 (mean ± std), Table S2 ). 187 just above A1 threshold and below A2 threshold (Roeder 1964 (Roeder , 1967 . Previous studies have 194
shown that A1-DD is much greater than bat-DD (Roeder 1998; Surlykke et al. 1999; Goerlitz 195 et al. 2010) , meaning that moths can initiate directional flight before being detected by the bat. 196
Bats with lower frequency echolocation calls can detects moths at greater distances than those 197 with higher frequency echolocation calls, and most moths can detect bats with lower frequency 198 echolocation calls at greater distances than bats with higher frequency echolocation calls 199 (Surlykke et al. 1999 ). It is not known, however, how this correlation between detection 200 distances relates to moth evasive behaviour. 201
The constant buffer hypothesis ( Fig. 2A ) suggests that the shape of the A1 tuning curve 202 allows moths to detect bats with different echolocation call frequencies such that moths initiate 203 directional flight in time to avoid detection by each bat species. Specifically, it predicts that if 204 the shape of the moth auditory tuning curve is adaptive and the moth initiates directional flight 205 away from the bat close to A1 threshold, then the moth will fly out of the path of an approaching 206 bat with a similar buffer distance for each bat species. 207
Model design for the constant buffer hypothesis 209
To test the constant buffer hypothesis, we designed a geometric model that simulated linear bat (a) Conceptual figure showing the predicted results if the constant buffer hypothesis is correct and moths initiate directional evasive flight at the onset of A1 cell activity. The constant buffer hypothesis postulates that directional evasive flight allows moths to escape detection by a bat at a constant buffer distance before detection by the bat would have occurred, across all sympatric bat species for any given moth species. The curves in the first two panels symbolize the detection distances (DD) of moth echoes by bats (bat-DD), and of bat calls by the moths' A1-cell (A1-DD), reflecting actual calculated values (see Fig. S2 ). The third panels shows the predicted constant buffer distance after directional evasive flight.
(b) Modelled A1-buffer distances as a function of bat call frequency, and for four initial moth off-axis positions. Each coloured line represents one moth species. The initial off-axis position of the moth in relation to the bat flight and sonar beam direction is given at the top left of each panel. Open/closed symbols: moths that escaped detection and moths that were detected by the bat, respectively. Model parameters: 20° sonar beam width, 5 m/s moth flight speed. N: number of moth-bat-combinations (of 168) where the moth (i) escaped / (ii) was detected (incl. those where the moth's initial position was within the bat's search cone) / (iii) was outside the bat's detection tunnel at the initial position and thus never detectable for the bat. Sign.: number of linear regressions (of 12 moth species) whose slope is significantly different from Zero, separately for regressions including / excluding B. barbastellus. Arrowhead: B. barbastellus (36 kHz), which was not connected by the coloured lines as it represents an outlier due to its exceptionally low amplitude calls. levels ( Fig. 3c) . We used multiple angles of the moth's initial position relative to the bat's flight 217 and sonar beam direction to determine how this off-axis angle would influence the moth's 218 escape probability (15 off-axis angles in total: 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 219 70 and 90°). The initial distance between the modelled bat and moth was determined by the A1 220 detection distance ( Fig. 3a) , meaning that the received sound pressure levels of the bat calls 221 were just at A1 threshold (Roeder 1964 (Roeder , 1967 . (b) End points of the model. The model run ended when the moth escaped by crossing the edge of the bat detection tunnel (b1), or when the moth was detected by crossing the bat's maximum detection distance (b2). For escaped moths, the buffer distance is the shortest distance ever between any moth position and the front of the bat's search cone (b1). "buffer distance" as the shortest distance ever between the front of the bat's echolocation 240 search beam and the moth's position during the entire modelled evasive flight ( Fig. 3b,e ). The 241 buffer distance is a measure for the moth's spatial safety margin, i.e., the shortest distance ever 242 during evasive directional flight before the moth would have been detected by the bat. If the 243 moth was detected by the bat, buffer distance was set to zero. If the moth's initial position was 244 already outside the detection tunnel, as was the case for many of the larger off-axis angles, then 245 buffer distance was undefined. 246
We did not attempt to model the behaviour of bats and moths after the bat detected the 247 moth for two reasons. First, bats have stereotyped echolocation while searching for prey, but 248 change the structure of their calls and calling pattern once they have detected and pursue prey 249 widely, including loops, zig-zags and dives (Roeder 1962; Agee 1969) , and varies between and 254 sometimes within species (Hügel & Goerlitz 2019) , making it currently impossible to model 255 moth behaviour after the initiation of last-ditch behaviour. Therefore, we only modelled the 256 interval during which we would expect to see moth directional flight away from the bat, i.e. 257 after the moth detects the bat but before the bat detects and starts actively pursuing the moth. 258
For each moth species, our model resulted in one value of the buffer distance for each 259 bat species. We evaluated the performance of the modelled evasive flight by calculating linear 260 regressions between log10(buffer distance) and log10(bat echolocation call frequency). The 261 log-transformation was used to linearize the data for statistical analyses. If the constant buffer 262 hypothesis is correct, we predict that buffer distances within each moth species would be the 263 same for all bat species regardless of echolocation call frequency, resulting in horizontal lines 264 when buffer distance is plotted against frequency and a lack of significant regressions ( Fig.  265 2a). We evaluated model performance by counting the number of linear regressions with slopes 266 that are significantly different from zero (after sequential Bonferroni correction for twelve 267 tests). Twelve insignificant regressions with slopes of zero would indicate strong support for 268 the hypothesis, and 12 significant regressions would indicate rejection of the hypothesis. 269 270
Model results for the constant buffer hypothesis 271
We initially present results ( Fig. 2b) Fig. 4a, top) . At 10° off-axis, the proportion of bat-moth-combinations for which the moth escapes detection 289 (green line) reaches almost 50% at 1 m/s and about 90% at 2 m/s moth flight speed. Increasing 290 moth flight speed further allows more and more moths to escape from the centre of the bat 291 detection tunnel without being detected by the bat. In contrast to moth flight speed, the bat's 292 sonar beam width has a very minor effect on the moths' escape success (Fig. S4) . Numbers above each column (+0 or +10 dB) are relative levels of reaction thresholds relative to moth A1 threshold (measured for each species) / bat hearing threshold (20 dB). Blue lines: proportion of moths that were detected by the bat; green lines: moths that escaped detection by the bat, either by flying out of the detection tunnel (black line, "fly") or whose initial position was already outside of the detection tunnel (grey line, "out"). Dotted vertical lines are visual reference lines at 10° and 45° off-axis angle. Model parameters: 20° sonar beam width. 1996; Gordon & ter Hofstede 2018), which might only start at received levels of 10 dB and 300 more above neuronal thresholds (summarized in Lewanzik & Goerlitz 2018) . Likewise, bats' 301 reaction threshold can be 7 dB and more above our assumed threshold of 20 dB SPL (Lewanzik 302 & Goerlitz 2018) . We thus calculated all models again after increasing reaction thresholds by 303 10 dB for bats only, moths only and both bats and moths at the same time. 304
Increasing the reaction thresholds relative to the moth's A1 detection thresholds and to 305 20 dB SPL bat threshold also influences the success of directional evasive flight. Increasing 306 moth reaction thresholds by 10 dB generally lowers the proportion of moths that escape 307 detection ( Fig. 4a,b ) from about 80% (135 of 168) to 45% (75 of 168, Fig. S5a , top two panels) 308 at a moth flight of 5 m/s. Buffer distance of the escaped moths is somewhat lower, yet again 309 constant across bat species (Fig. S5a) , and the proportion of escaped moths increases with 310 increasing moth flight speed as before with default thresholds (Fig. 4b) . Likewise, a similar 311 opposite trend exists when only increasing bat reaction threshold by 10 dB, allowing more 312 moths to escape at larger buffer distances (Fig. S5a, third panel) , lower speeds and lower off-313 axis angles (Fig. 4c) . When increasing hearing thresholds of both moths and bats by 10 dB, the 314 proportion of escaped moths, the buffer distance and the overall pattern is very similar to the 315 default non-increased reaction thresholds (Fig. 4d, S5a) . This suggests that the proportion of 316 escaped and detected moths depends more on the relative difference in reaction threshold 317 between bats and moths, and less on their absolute value, making our model results robust to 318 variation in the exact reaction thresholds.
Evading close bats: modelling moth behaviour in response to A2 cell activity 320 321

The Matched Onset and Fixed Onset Hypotheses 322
To explain how the shape of the A2 cell tuning curve might be adaptive, we propose two 323 mutually exclusive hypotheses. The matched onset hypothesis (Fig. 5a) postulates that last-324 ditch flight is initiated by the moth at the same distance at which the moth is detected by the 325 bat (or possibly a constant spatial offset prior to that). In other words, using A2-DD as proxy 326 for the initiation of last-ditch flight, this hypothesis postulates that the distance at which the 327 moth A2 cell responds to bat calls (A2-DD) matches the maximum distance at which the bat 328 can detect the moth (bat-DD). Thus, this hypothesis predicts 1) a slope of 1 for the relationship 329 between A2-DD and bat-DD (overall, and also within each moth species and within each bat 330 species); and 2) because bats detect larger moths over larger distances, i.e. bat-DD is positively 331 correlated with moth size, A2-DD will also be positively correlated with moth size (Fig. 5a) . 332
Alternatively, the fixed onset hypothesis (Fig. 5b) postulates that last-ditch flight might 333 be most effective when initiated at a distance to impact that is specific to each bat species, not 334 necessarily when the bat first detects the moth. This constant distance would be dependent on 335 the flight speed and manoeuvrability of the attacking bat, but independent of moth 336 characteristics. In other words, using A2-DD as proxy for the initiation of last-ditch flight, this 337 hypothesis postulates that the distance at which the moth A2 cell responds to bat calls (A2-DD) 338 is constant per bat species. Thus, this hypothesis predicts that 1) within each bat species, the 339 slope of the relationship between A2-DD and bat-DD will be 0; and 2) within each bat species, 340 A2-DD will be constant across moth species regardless of moth size (slope = 0), but this 341 distance might vary between bat species (Fig. 5b) . Both the matched onset and fixed onset 342 hypotheses are based on the assumption that last-ditch flight is correlated with activity of the 343 A2 cell, and this hypothesis has not been empirically tested in noctuid moths (ter Hofstede & 
(c) Model results: the relationships between maximum detection distances of bat calls by the A2-cells (A2-DD) and of moth echoes by bats (bat-DD; c1)
, and between A2-DD and moth size (c2). Each colour represents one moth (blue to green) or bat (red to yellow) species support the fixed onset hypothesis. Sign.: number of linear regressions whose slope is significantly different from Zero, separately for regressions including / excluding B. barbastellus, for results before and after sequential Bonferroni correction. Arrowhead: B. barbastellus (36 kHz).
to refine future hypotheses about the relationship between neural input and behavioural output 347 in moths. 348 349
Model design for the matched onset and fixed onset hypotheses 350
To test the matched onset and fixed onset hypotheses, we tested for the existence of two 351 relationships (i.e., having a slope significantly different from 0) within each bat species: 1) A2-352 DD vs bat-DD, and 2) A2-DD vs. moth surface area. We log10-transformed data before 353 statistical analyses to achieve linearity. We assessed the support for each hypothesis based on 354 the slopes and proportion of statistically significant regressions. First, the fixed onset 355 hypothesis would be supported by significant positive relationships with a slope of 1 between 356 A2-DD and bat-DD, and by significant positive relationships between A2-DD and moth size 357 within bat species (Fig. 5a) . In contrast, the fixed onset hypothesis would be supported by a 358 lack of significant relationships and horizontal lines (slope of 0) between A2-DD and bat-DD 359 and between A2-DD and moth size within bat species (Fig. 5b) . We evaluated model 360 performance by counting the number of linear regressions with slopes that are significantly 361 different from zero (after sequential Bonferroni correction for 28 tests: 14 tests for A2-DD vs. 362 bat-DD (one per bat species) and 14 tests for A2-DD vs. moth surface area (one per bat 363 species)). 364 365
Model results for the matched onset and fixed onset hypotheses 366
The mutually exclusive matched detection and fixed onset hypotheses for the function 367 of last-ditch evasive flight postulate that the A2-DDs are either matched to the bat's detection 368 distance of the moth, or alternatively are constant (fixed) for each bat species. For the test of 369 prediction 1 (Fig. 5c1) , approximately one third of the bat species (5 of 14 and 13) had significant relationships between A2 detection distance and bat detection distance. The five bat 371 species with statistically significant slopes were the two bat species with the lowest call 372 frequencies (Nyctalus lasiopterus and N. noctula) and three of the four bat species with the 373 highest call frequencies (Myotis sp., Pipistrellus pygmaeus and Rhinolophus ferrumequinum). 374
Only one of these relationships (N. lasiopterus) remained significant after sequential 375 Bonferroni correction. Therefore, the A2 cells of all moth species start to fire at similar 376 distances within almost all bat species, regardless of the bat's detection distances for the moth, 377 providing support for the fixed onset hypothesis and refuting the matched onset hypothesis. 378
For the test of prediction 2 (Fig. 5c2) , approximately one third of the bat species (5 of 379 14 and 13) had significant relationships between A2 detection distance and moth size. The five 380 bat species with statistically significant slopes were the two bat species with the lowest call 381 frequencies (Nyctalus lasiopterus and N. noctula) and the three bat species with the highest call 382 frequencies (Miniopterus schreibersii, Pipistrellus pygmaeus and Rhinolophus 383 ferrumequinum). None of these relationships remained significant after sequential Bonferroni 384 correction. Therefore, the A2 cells of all moth species start to fire at similar distances within 385 those bat species, regardless of moth size, providing support for the fixed onset hypothesis and 386 refuting the matched onset hypothesis. 387
Increasing the moths' reaction threshold relative to the A2 cell detection threshold 388 reduces the A2 detection distance for bat calls (Fig. S5b2, second row) . Despite this, the 389 number of non-significant relationships of A2-DD with moth size did not change, providing 390 continued support for the fixed onset hypothesis. The number of significant relationships 391 between A2-DD and bat-DD did not change when the moths' reaction threshold was increased 392 and increased from one to two significant relationships when the bat reaction threshold 393 increased by 10 dB (Fig. S5b1) . In summary, the fixed onset hypothesis is almost always 394 supported for all tested moth and bat reaction thresholds.
Discussion 396
Our model results support the hypotheses that 1) echolocation call frequency of bats is 397 correlated with variables that correspond with the predation threat they pose, 2) the shape of 398 the A1 cell tuning curve is adapted to allow moths to avoid detection by bats with a similar 399 spatial safety margin across bat species in their community, and 3) bats of the same species are 400 detected by the moth A2 cell at a similar distance, regardless of moth species or size. In 401 addition, the model suggests that the A1 cell is adapted for the worst-case scenario, allowing 402 moths to avoid detection by bats when they are directly in the path of an oncoming bat, resulting 403 in unnecessary defensive behaviour at greater angles away from a bat flying in a straight line. 404
Together, these results suggest that the tuning of the moth ear is adapted to allow moths to 405 respond to each bat species at an appropriate distance based on the frequency of its echolocation 406 calls and suggest avenues for future empirical research and hypothesis testing. for call duration). These traits determine the maximum prey detection distance and the 415 minimum time to prey interception, thus strongly influencing the risk that any given bat species 416 poses for its prey. This correlation turns the bats' (perceptible) call frequency into a proxy for 417 its (imperceptible) predation threat. We suggest that the frequency-dependent tuning of moth 418 auditory cells is a functional adaptation exploiting this correlation, allowing moths to respond 419 to different sympatric bat species at appropriate distances. 420 evasive flight before being detected. Our model of evasive directional flight based on measured 424 moth auditory thresholds suggests that moth ears are adapted for the worst-case scenario, 425 allowing moths to avoid detection by a bat even when they are in the centre of the bat's flight 426 path and echolocation beam. Remarkably, under these worst-case conditions, the buffer 427 distance at which the modelled moths escape detection is relatively constant across bat species 428 (0-10 m; Fig. 2b) . This result suggests that the shape of the moth auditory tuning curve is 429 adapted to allow moths to escape sympatric bats with a similar safety margin regardless of the 430 frequency of a bat's echolocation calls. 431
Since larger moths are detected by bats over longer ranges than small moths, Surlykke 432 et al. (1999) already suggested that larger moths might need to detect bats at greater distances 433 and require more time to escape the echolocation beam of bats than smaller moths. Our model 434 supports this hypothesis, demonstrating that differences in detection range between large and 435 small moths result in similar buffer distances of escape from the echolocation beam of an 436 oncoming bat. Likewise, the different detection ranges for lower and higher frequency calls 437 results in similar buffer distances of escape for low-and high-frequency bats. 438
Our model suggests that the buffer distances for escaping detection by a bat become 439 more variable for larger off-axis angles of the moth relative to the bat's flight and sonar beam 440 direction. This large variation could be an accurate representation of buffer distances or it could 441 be due to limitations of our model. If these values are accurate, moths detect lower frequency 442 bats at much greater distances than necessary when they are off-axis from the oncoming bat. 443
Unnecessary evasive flight reduces feeding and mating opportunities, but this might be an 444 acceptable cost given the importance of avoiding predation. The simplicity of the moth ear 445 likely constrains optimal adaptation to the full range of potential bat-moth orientations. On the 446 other hand, our model limited the bat to fly in a straight line and to direct its echolocation calls 447 straight forward, whereas foraging bats turn frequently and move their sonar beam to scan their 448 surroundings (Surlykke & Moss 2000) . The detection tunnel of a naturally scanning bat will be 449 wider than modelled here, and the bat's turns will increase the chances that a moth suddenly 450 finds itself in the echolocation beam of a bat that is too close for effective escape by directional 451 flight. The seemingly larger than necessary buffer distances might help moths to escape from 452 turning and scanning bats. Lastly, the largest variation in buffer distances occurred at the lowest 453 frequency (17 kHz), corresponding with the bat Nyctalus lasiopterus. We included N. Our model necessarily simplifies bat and moth behaviours and contains only a subset 466 of the variables that could influence buffer distance. Future studies that collect data on the 467 following variables would contribute to more accurate and precise models of bat-moth 468
behaviour and help answer questions about the evolution of moth hearing for defence against 469 bats. First, more detailed information on behavioural thresholds and how they relate to neural sound levels close to A1 cell threshold (Roeder 1962 (Roeder , 1967 , direct measurements of A1 472 activity in behaving moths would help to confirm the exact relationship between neural activity 473 and behaviour. Likewise, bat reaction thresholds are unknown and were set to 20 dB SPL, an 474 estimate of hearing threshold for many bat species, although behavioural reaction thresholds 475 can be higher (Lewanzik & Goerlitz 2018 ). Our analysis, however, shows that model results Our model results provide support for the hypothesis that the A2 cell is adapted to fire 509 at a fixed distance between a particular bat species and all sympatric moths regardless of moth 510 species and size. If the A2 cell activity triggers last-ditch behaviour, this suggests that last-ditch 511 flight might be most effective when initiated at a distance to impact that is specific to each bat 512 species, not necessarily when the bat first detects the moth (as predicted by the matched onset 513 hypothesis). In particular, it suggests that the ideal distance for moths to react to bats might be 514 more influenced by aspects of bat flight speed and manoeuvrability than moth-specific 515 parameters. Variation in the difference between A1 and A2 best thresholds across moth species 516 of different sizes might contribute to this pattern. Although larger moths are more sensitive to 517 ultrasound than smaller moths, the relationships between A1 threshold and moth surface area 518 has a much steeper slope than that of A2 and moth surface area (ter Hofstede et al. 2013). 519 Therefore, larger and smaller moths are more similar in A2 thresholds than A1 thresholds, 520 contributing to this pattern of similar A2 detection distances seen across moths of different 521 sizes in our model. 522
Despite almost complete support for the fixed onset over the matched onset hypothesis, 523 there was sometimes still marked variation in A2-DD across moth species within a bat-species, 524 particularly for low-frequency bats. Two factors contributed to this: bat-DD varied more with 525 moth size for low-than high-frequency bats (Fig. S6) , and A2-DD varied little with moth size 526 for most bats, except for those with the lowest and highest call frequencies. Moth ears might 527 be constrained to provide the most reliable representation of predator threat at intermediate 528 frequencies, with bat species calling at extremely low or high frequencies having an advantage 529 over moths, as proposed by the allotonic frequency hypothesis (Fullard 1998 Our model suggests two hypotheses for future empirical studies on the relationship 534 between moth hearing and last-ditch anti-bat behaviour. Future studies should test whether A2 535 cell activity triggers last-ditch flight behaviour and whether this is true across all noctuid moth 536 species or perhaps varies between species. Likewise, distances between bats and moths of 537 known species and auditory sensitivity should also be measured with 3D tracking to confirm 538 or refute that moths initiate last-ditch flight at a constant specific distance for each bat species. 539 540
Conclusions 541
To avoid responding to predators too late or too early, prey animals must correctly estimate the 542 threat of multiple predators. Threat, however, depends on many predator-specific parameters 543 and cannot always be directly perceived or assessed. In contrast, biophysical constraints in 544 predators can result in correlations between particular predator cues that are detectable by prey, such as size or sound frequency, and the level of threat posed by a predator. Prey animals can 546 benefit from sensory systems tuned to detectible cues in predators that provide information 547 about potential predation risk across different predators. In echolocating bats, the sound 548 frequency of their echolocation calls is a reliable and perceptible predictor of predation threat 549 for eared insects. The frequency tuning of auditory receptor cells of eared moths appears to 550 exploit this relationship, showing that even a very simple sensory system can adapt to deliver 551 information suitable for triggering appropriate defensive reactions to each predator in a 552 multiple predator community. 
